In this paper, we give the mathematical construction of novel core-shell plasmonic structures that can induce anomalous localized resonance and invisibility cloaking at certain finite frequencies beyond the quasistatic limit. The crucial ingredient in our study is that the plasmon constant and the loss parameter are constructed in a delicate way that are correlated and depend on the source and the size of the plasmonic structure. As a significant by-product of this study, we also derive the complete spectrum of the Neumann-Poincáre operator associated with the Helmholtz equation with finite frequencies in the radial geometry. The spectral result is the first one in its type and is of significant mathematical interest for its own sake.
Introduction (a) Background and motivation
Recently, there is significant interest in the mathematical study of plasmon materials in understanding their peculiar and distinctive behaviours and the potential striking applications. Plasmon materials are a type of metamaterial that are artificially engineered to allow the presence of negative material parameters, including negative permittivity and permeability in electromagnetism [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , negative density and refractive index in acoustics [21] [22] [23] [24] and negative Lamé parameters in linear elasticity [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] .
Among the various plasmonic phenomena, we are particularly interested in the anomalous localized resonance (ALR) and its associated cloaking effect that were first discovered by Milton & Nicorovici in [12] and mathematically justified in [1] . Mathematically, the plasmon resonance is associated with the infinite dimensional kernel of a certain non-elliptic partial differential operator (PDO). In fact, the presence of negative material parameters breaks the ellipticity of the underlying partial differential equations (PDEs) that govern the various physical phenomena. Consequently, the non-elliptic PDO may possess a nontrivial kernel [1] , which in turn may induce various resonance phenomena due to appropriate external excitations. The ALR is particularly delicate and intriguing. It demonstrates highly oscillating behaviour that is manifested by the energy blowup. Moreover, the resonance is localized in the sense that the resonant field is confined to a bounded region with a sharp boundary not defined by the discontinuity of the material parameters, and outside that region, the resonant field converges to a smooth one. The resonance strongly depends not only on the form of the external source but also on the location of the source. If ALR occurs, one can show that for a certain external excitation, both the source and the plasmonic structure are invisible to the external field observation, namely cloaking is achieved (cf. [1, 12] ). This is referred to as cloaking due to anomalous localized resonance (CALR) in the literature. Physically speaking, if CALR occurs, small objects locating beside the plasmonic structure are also invisible to the external field observation and this was confirmed in [35] . Clearly, the occurrence of ALR depends on the delicate structure of the plasmon device, in particular, the appropriate choice of the plasmonic parameters. It turns out that the choice of the plasmon parameters that can induce the ALR and cloaking is closely connected to the spectrum of the classical Neumann-Poincáre (N-P) operator in potential theory. All of those distinctive features make the ALR a unique subject for mathematical study.
Plasmon resonance and ALR have been extensively investigated and we refer to the aforementioned literature for related existing studies. In this paper, we consider the ALR and cloaking described by the two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) Helmholtz systems. In two dimensions, it describes the transverse electromagnetic wave propagation in the time-harmonic regime, and in three dimensions, it describes the time-harmonic acoustic wave propagation. We are mainly concerned with the mathematical study and provide a uniform treatment of the ALR and plasmonic cloaking associated with the Helmholtz system in both 2D and 3D. One of the major contributions is the mathematical construction of novel core-shell plasmonic structures that can induce ALR and cloaking at certain finite frequencies beyond the quasi-static limit. In many of the existing studies on plasmon resonance and ALR, the quasistatic approximation has played a critical role. There are also several studies that go beyond the quasi-static limit [12, 24, 36] . In [12] , double negative materials are employed in the shell and in [36] , in addition to the employment of double negative materials, a so-called doublecomplementary medium structure is incorporated into the construction of the plasmonic device. CALR is shown to occur for the constructions in [12, 36] . In [24] , it is actually shown that resonance does not occur for the classical core-shell plasmonic structure without the quasi-static approximation as long as the core and shell are strictly convex. The result in [12, 24] indicates that if one intends to construct a core-shell plasmonic structure which can induce CALR, the plasmonic configuration has to be properly chosen. In the current study, we do not employ the double negative materials in the shell. The crucial point of our study is that we take all the ingredients in a plasmonic configuration including the various material parameters, the size parameters, the external source as well as the frequency as a whole system. By delicately balancing all those configuration ingredients, we show that CALR can still be achieved in certain scenarios.
It is worth pointing out that as a significant by-product of this study, we also derive the complete spectrum of the N-P operator associated with the Helmholtz equation with finite frequencies in the radial geometry. The spectral result is also the first one in its type and of significant mathematical interest for its own sake. Finally, we would like to emphasize that the current article is a piece of theoretical work, and the practical construction or fabrication of the mathematically predicted new structures is beyond the scope of our study. 
(b) Mathematical set-up
We first consider the transverse electromagnetic wave propagation corresponding to an infinitely long cylindrical structure. Henceforth, we let B r , r ∈ R + , signify a 3D ball or a 2D disc of radius r and centred at the origin. Consider a material cylinder that is infinite along the kdirection and of a cross section being the concentric disks B r i and B r e , r i < r e ; see figure 1 for a schematic illustration. Suppose the electric permittivity and magnetic permeability in the core B r i and in the shell B r e \B r i are, respectively, given by (ε c , μ c ) and (ε s , μ s ). The exterior of the cylinder is the matrix which is supposed to be uniformly homogeneous. The permittivity and permeability of the matrix are, respectively, given by two positive constants ε 0 and μ 0 . Furthermore, we assume that the material in the shell is lossy, and its electric conductivity is signified by σ s . An external electric/magnetic source of the form f (x 1 , x 2 )k is assumed, where for x ∈ R 3 , we use the convention x = x 1 i + x 2 j + x 3 k. f (x 1 , x 2 ) is compactly supported outside B r e . Both transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic (TM) polarizations can be considered, and e −iωt time-harmonic convention is also assumed.
The transverse electromagnetic scattering corresponding to the configuration described above is governed by the following 2D Helmholtz system:
and lim
where x = (x 1 , x 2 ). In equation (1.1), for the TM wave scattering, we have u = E · k with E denoting the electric wave field, and
where δ = σ s /ω and χ signifies the characteristic function; whereas for the TE wave scattering, we have u = H · k with H denoting the magnetic wave field, and coefficient of an acoustic medium. Consider an acoustic configuration of the following form: (1.4) where δ = τ/ω and ρ 0 , n 0 are two positive constants, signifying the uniformly homogeneous matrix. Let f (x) denote an acoustic source compactly supported in the matrix. Then the acoustic scattering is described by the Helmholtz system (1.1) with x replaced by x, (α, β) replaced by (1.4), k = ωn 0 √ ρ 0 and |x | 1/2 by |x|.
In order to provide a uniform treatment of the transverse electromagnetic scattering and the acoustic scattering, we introduce the following Helmholtz system in R N , N = 2, 3,
In (1.5), the material configuration is specified as follows: . It is emphasized that in our study, the derivation of the plasmonic cloaking device is a constructive procedure. That is, with the appropriate design of the material configuration for the core-shell-matrix structure, the ALR and cloaking are achievable. By introducing (1.6), the constructive procedure is reduced to properly choosing the parameters c , s and δ. Second, the lossy parameter δ is attached to in the shell, and instead, it can also be attached to q in the shell. Indeed, following a similar reduction procedure as above, one can show that for the TE and acoustic scattering, the lossy parameter is actually attached to q in the shell. However, in order to simplify the exposition and provide a uniform mathematical treatment, we only consider the case that δ is attached to in the shell. Nevertheless, we emphasize that all of our subsequent mathematical arguments can be readily extended to the case that δ is instead attached to q in the shell with slight modifications. Indeed, theoretically speaking, δ is a regularization parameter and for most of the cases in our study, the resonance occurs in the limits as δ → +0. Moreover, for many of the existing studies in the literature, in order to conveniently treat the quasi-static approximation with k either formally taking to be zero or k 1, one always attaches the regularization parameter δ to . We also adopt this convention such that our current study can be easily connected to the existing ones in the literature. For the solution u ∈ H 1 loc (R N ) to (1.5)-(1.6), we define
which signifies the energy dissipation of the Helmholtz system. The configuration
where δ 0 is a fixed positive constant. It is remarked that for the existing studies in the literature, it is always assumed that δ 0 = 0. However, without the quasi-static approximation in the current article, one sometime would need a significant loss in the plasmonic shell in order to induce resonances. This is in sharp difference from the ALR and cloaking in the quasi-static regime. An explanation is that the N-P operator associated with the Helmholtz system (1.5) at finite frequencies is non self-adjoint, and the eigenvalues are complex; see remark 3.3 for more relevant discussion. Nevertheless, under generic conditions of the source term, we can still retain that δ 0 = 0 in most of the cases in our subsequent study. If in addition to (1.8), there exists R > r e and C ∈ R + such that the following condition holds:
then we say that ALR occurs. If ALR occurs, then by straightforward scaling analysis one can show that the energy dissipation, associated with ( , q, f /η) with η := √ E δ , is normalized and the wave field outside B R tends to zero as δ → δ 0 . Hence, both the plasmonic structure (B r i ; c ) ⊕ (B r e \B r i ; s + iδ) and the source f / √ E δ are invisible with respect to the wave measurement in the exterior of B R . In such a case, we say that cloaking due to anomalous localized resonance (CALR) occurs. For our subsequent study, we shall need to relax a bit the requirements for resonance and ALR as follows. For a given sufficiently large
then we say that the configuration is weakly resonant; and if furthermore, (1.9) is also fulfilled, then we say that weak ALR occurs. The major reason for us to introduce the weak resonance and weak ALR is that our mathematical arguments are constructive, and we always construct the plasmonic structures which can make the corresponding energy dissipation large enough while the wave filed remain bounded outside a certain region, namely both (1.10) and (1.9) are fulfilled. From a practical point of view, the weak ALR should be enough for the cloaking application. In what follows, we shall not distinguish between ALR and weak ALR, and it should be clear from the context.
(c) Summary of the main results
In the rest of this section, we briefly summarize the major findings of this paper for the convenience of readers. We consider two types of plasmonic structures, one with a core of the form (1.6) and the other one with no core, i.e. r i = 0 in (1.6). theorems 2.1 and 4.1 contain the resonance results in 3D and 2D, respectively, for plasmonic structures with no cores. It is shown that in 3D, if the plasmon parameter is s = −1 − 1/n 0 with n 0 ∈ N and n 0 1 properly chosen, and in 2D, s = −1, and if the conditions (2.20) for 3D and (4.10) for 2D, are respectively fulfilled, then resonance occurs. Theorems 2.3 and 4.2 give the ALR results in 3D and 2D, respectively, for coreshell plasmonic structures. In 3D, it is shown that if the medium parameters are chosen according to (2.31) and if the condition (2.32) is fulfilled, then ALR occurs. Furthermore, there is a critical radius such that if the source is located outside the critical radius, then resonance does not occur. In 2D, it is shown that if s = −1 in the shell and the medium parameters fulfil the condition (4.22), then ALR occurs and moreover, there exists a critical radius such that if the source is located outside that radius, then resonance does not occur. The outline of our paper is as follows. In §2, we consider the plasmon resonance and ALR results in three dimensions. Section 3 is devoted to the derivation of the spectral system of the N-P operator as well as its application to the plasmon resonance study. Finally, in §4, we consider the plasmon resonance and ALR results in two dimensions.
Plasmon resonance and anomalous localized resonance results in three dimensions
In this section, we consider the resonance and ALR results associated with the Helmholtz system (1.5)-(1.6) in three dimensions. (a) Resonance result with no core in R 3
Assume that B r i = ∅. The Helmholtz system (1.5)-(1.6) can be simplified as the following transmission problem:
where and throughout the rest of the paper,
Let j n (t) and h (1) n (t) be, respectively, the spherical Bessel and Hankel functions of order n ∈ N, and Y n (x) be the spherical harmonics. Let G(x) be the fundamental solution of the operator + k 2 , namely
The Newtonian potential of f (x) is defined as
can be written as
With the above preparations, the solution to (2.1) can be written for x ∈ B R 1 as
Applying the third condition in (2.1) on ∂B r e to u represented in (2.6), we have a n j n (k 1,δ r e ) = b n j n (kr e ) + c n h (1) n (kr e ) and s + iδa n j n (k 1,δ r e ) = b n j n (kr e ) + c n h (1) n (kr e ).
Solving the equations in (2.7), we further have a n = b n j n (kr e )h (1) n (kr e ) − h (1) n (kr e )j n (kr e ) √ s + iδj n (k 1,δ r e )h (1) n (kr e ) − h (1) n (kr e )j n (k 1,δ r e ) and c n = b n j n (kr e )j n (k 1,δ r e ) − √ s + iδj n (k 1,δ r e )j n (kr e ) √ s + iδj n (k 1,δ r e )h (1) n (kr e ) − h (1) n (kr e )j n (k 1,δ r e )
. 
Clearly, (2.11) indicates that if there exists n 0 ∈ N such that
then plasmon resonance occurs. To that end, we next analyse a n . Using the fact
one has from (2.8) and (2.10) that
n (kr e )j n (k 1,δ r e ) .
(2.13)
In order to make (2.12) happen, one should have by using (2.13) that
That is, we need to determine an appropriate plasmon material distribution s + iδ such that (2.14) can occur. It is noted that (2.14) is a nonlinear equation in terms of s + iδ and n. The rest of this subsection is devoted to analysing this nonlinear equation.
(i) Simple numerical constructions
Based on our earlier calculations, we first numerically solve the nonlinear equation (2.14) to obtain some plasmonic structures that can induce the resonance. For simplicity, we set k = 1 and r e = 1, and choose the source f such that the Newtonian potential F(x) in (2.5) satisfy β n = 1 when n = n 0 and β n = 0 when n = n 0 . Let the plasmon parameters be chosen as follows:
which depends on n 0 . We numerically find the following parameters that can induce resonance, n 0 = −1.303728 δ n 0 = 0.498620 for n 0 = 1, n 0 = −1.237160 δ n 0 = 0.038434 for n 0 = 2, n 0 = −1.224395 δ n 0 = 0.001203 for n 0 = 3 and n 0 = −1.190550 δ n 0 = 0.000019 for n 0 = 4.
In figure 2 , we plot the energy E δ against the change of the loss parameter δ when n 0 is fixed for n 0 = 1, 2, 3, 4, which clearly demonstrate the resonance results at those critical values in (2.16) . The numerical results also motivate us that as n 0 increases, the plasmon parameter s approaches −1 and the loss parameter δ approaches 0 (figure 2).
(ii) General construction
We next present the construction of a general plasmonic structure that can induce resonance. To that end, we first recall the following asymptotic properties of the spherical Bessel and Hankel functions, j n (t) and h (1) n (t) for sufficiently large n (cf. [37] ), j n (t) =ĵ n (t)(1 +ǰ n (t)) and h wheref n (t),f n (t),ĥ (1) n (t) andȟ (1) n (t) are defined bŷ
We have the following theorem regarding the plasmon resonance in three dimensions.
Theorem 2.1. Consider the Helmholtz system (2.1), where the Newtonian potential of the source f is given in (2.5) . Let n 0 ∈ N fulfil the following two conditions:
(1) n 0 is sufficiently large such that the asymptotic properties of j n (t) and h (1) n (t) in (2.17) hold for n ≥ n 0 ;
(2) β n 0 = 0.
Let the plasmon parameters be chosen of the following form:
19)
Then if the plasmon configuration fulfils the following condition:
n 0 (kr e ) s + iδǰ n 0 (t) (k 1,δ r e )(1 +ȟ
n 0 (kr e )) −ȟ (1) n 0 (kr e )(1 +ǰ n 0 (k 1,δ r e )) = 0, (2.20) Proof. Suppose that s = −1 − 1/n 0 with n 0 satisfying the two conditions stated in the theorem. By straightforward calculations, we first have that
From the solution given in (2.8) and with the help of Green's formula, one has that
∂B re a n 0 k 1,δ j n 0 (k 1,δ r e )(a n 0 j n 0 (k 1,δ r e ))|Y n 0 (x)| 2 ds(x)
which readily completes the proof by noting that β n 0 = 0.
Remark 2.2.
Since δ 1, we see that the plasmon configuration in theorem 2.1 induces resonance. The next thing one needs to verify is that the equation (2.20) yields a non-empty set of parameters. This is indeed the case and we next present a numerical example for illustration. We set r e = 1, n 0 = 500, s = 1 − 1/n 0 and δ = 0.5 n 0 , and let k be a free parameter. Figure 3 plots the quantity in the l.h.s. of (2.20) against k around k = 8. One readily sees that there do exist k's such that (2.20) holds. Hence, resonance occurs with the aforesaid parameters at those k's. One can also fix k and determine the other parameters by solving (2.20).
(b) Anomalous localized resonance result with a core in R 3
In this subsection, we consider the Helmholtz system (1.5)-(1.6) in R 3 with r i = 0, and show that ALR can be induced. Let the Newtonian potential of the source f is again given in (2.5). The solution to (1.5)-(1.6) in B R 1 can be expressed as By applying the transmission conditions across ∂B r i and ∂B r e , we can have from (2.22) that a n j n kr i √ c = b n j n (k 1,δ r i ) + c n h (1) n (k 1,δ r i ), √ c a n j n kr i √ c = s + iδ(b n j n (k 1,δ r i ) + c n h (1) n (k 1,δ r i )), b n j n (k 1,δ r e ) + c n h (1) n (k 1,δ r e ) = e n j n (kr e ) + d n h (1) n (kr e ) and s + iδ(b n j n (k 1,δ r e ) + c n h (1) n (k 1,δ r e )) = e n j n (kr e ) + d n h (1) n (kr e ).
Solving the equations in (2.23), one has that a n =ã n /g n , b n =b n /g n , c n =c n /g n , d n =d n /g n , wherẽ a n = e n s + iδ × ζ n × (j n (k 1,δ r i )h
(1)
and ζ n := j n (kr e )h (1) n (kr e ) − h (1) n (kr e )j n (kr e ), (2.27)
n (k 1,δ r e )j n (k 1,δ r i ))j n kr i √ c j n (kr e )
n (k 1,δ r i )j n (k 1,δ r e ))j n kr i √ c j n (kr e )
n (k 1,δ r e )j n (k 1,δ r i ) − j n (k 1,δ r e )h (1) n (k 1,δ r i ))j n kr i √ c j n (kr e ) , (2.28)
n (k 1,δ r e )j n (k 1,δ r i ) − h (1) n (k 1,δ r i )j n (k 1,δ r e ))h (1) n (kr e )j n kr i √ c + s + iδ(h (1) n (k 1,δ r i )j n (k 1,δ r e ) − j n (k 1,δ r i )h (1) n (k 1,δ r e ))h (1) n (kr e )j n kr
with k 1,δ given in (2.2). By a similar reasoning to that in (2.9) and (2.10), one can show that e n = β n . With the above series representation of the solution, we next consider the occurrence of ALR, namely configurations to make both (1.10) and (1.9) fulfilled. To that end, we need to impose a certain constraint on the source f (x) such that the potential F(x) is of the following form:
for some sufficiently large N so that when n ≥ N, the asymptotic properties in (2.17) hold. In the following, in order to simplify the statement, we also need to introduce the following two 
functions:
ϕ 1 (n, b 1 , b 2 , r 1 , r 2 ) =ĵ n (r 1 )ĥ (1) n (r 2 )(b 1ǰ n (r 1 )(1 +ȟ
(1) n (r 2 )(1 +ǰ n (r 1 ))),
n (r 2 )j n (r 1 ), wheref n (t),f n (t),ĥ (1) n (t) andȟ (1) n (t) are defined in (2.17)-(2.18).
Theorem 2.3. Consider the Helmholtz system (1.5)-(1.6) in R 3 with the Newtonian potential F of the source f satisfying (2.30) . Let the plasmon configuration be chosen of the following form:
where ρ := r i /r e < 1 and n 0 ∈ N with n 0 1. If the plasmon configuration fulfils the following condition:
, k 1,δ r i )ϕ 2 (n 0 , τ s,δ , 1, k 1,δ r e , kr e + ϕ 1 (n 0 , τ s,δ , 1, k 1,δ r e , kr e )
where τ s,δ := √ s + iδ, then there is a critical radius r * := r 3 e /r i such that if f lies within this radius, Proof. For notational convenience of the proof, we setβ n := β n /(2n + 1)!!, n ≥ N. By (2.31) and (2.32), together with the use of (2.17) one can derive the following estimates when n = n 0 , g n 0 ≈ δ 2 + ρ 2n 0 andb n 0 ≈ iδβ n 0 , (2.33) andc n 0 ≈ n 0 (kr i ) 2n 0 (1 · 3 · · · (2n 0 + 1)) 2 β n 0 andd n 0 ≈ δn 0 (kr e ) 2n 0 (1 · 3 · · · (2n 0 + 1)) 2 β n 0 , (2.34) and when n = n 0 , g n ≈ (n − n 0 ) 2 n 2 n 2 0 and b n ≈ n − n 0 nn 0 β n (2.35) and c n ≈ n(kr i ) 2n β n (1 · 3 · · · (2n + 1)) 2 andd n ≈ (kr e ) 2n β n (1 · 3 · · · (2n + 1)) 2 n − n 0 n 0 .
(2.36)
Noting δ = ρ n 0 , from (2.33) and (2.34) and by direct calculations, one can show that
Consider first that the source f (x) is supported inside the critical radius r * = r 3 e /r i . By (2.30) and the asymptotic property of j n (t) in ( and the dissipation energy E δ can be estimated as follows:
which means that resonance does not occur.
Next we prove the boundedness of the solution u(x) when |x| > r 2 e /r i . From (2.33) and (2.34), when n = n 0 one has that |d n 0 h (1) n 0 (kr)| ≤ |β n 0 |(kr e ) 2n 0 n 0 1 · 3 · · · (2n 0 + 1)
≤ |β n 0 |(kr e ) n 0 r 2 e r i n 0 1 r n 0 , (2.39) and when n = n 0 , one can obtain from (2.35) and (2.36), |d n h (1) n (kr)| ≤ |β n |(kr e ) 2n 1 · 3 · · · (2n + 1) The proof is complete.
Remark 2.4. Similar to remark 2.2, we can numerically verify the equation in (2.32) yields a non-empty set of parameters. For illustration, we set n 0 = 300, r i = 0.5, r e = 1, c = (1 + 1/n 0 ) 2 , s = −1 − 1/n 0 and δ = (r i /r e ) n 0 , and let k be a free parameter. Figure 4 plots the quantity in the l.h.s. of (2.32) against k over an interval. It can be seen that there do exist k's such that (2.32) holds.
Spectral system of the N-P operator and its application to plasmon resonance in R 3
With the help of the results obtained in the previous section, we are able to derive the complete spectral system of the N-P operator associated with the Helmholtz equation at finite frequencies in the radial geometry. The spectral result is of independent mathematical interest and it can also help us to derive the resonance and ALR results in §2.
(a) Spectral system of the N-P operator
First, we introduce the single layer potential that is defined as
where ϕ(x) ∈ L 2 (∂B r e ) and G k (x) is given in (2.3) . The conormal derivative of the single layer potential enjoys the following jump formula
where
which is referred to as the N-P operator. In (3.1), the ± indicate the limit (to ∂B r e ) from outside and inside of B r e , respectively. Before giving the eigenvalues of the operator (K k ∂B re ) * , we first introduce the following identity. Lemma 3.1.
Proof. For x, y ∈ ∂B r e , direct calculations yield that
where the following fact is used
The proof is complete.
We would like to point out that the identity (3.2) is an extension of (2.22) in [38] , which plays a very important role in calculating the spectrum of the N-P operator (K k ∂B re ) * . It is also remarked that (K k ∂B re ) * is compact but non-self-adjoint. In [1, 39] , it is shown for the quasi-static limit with k = 0, (K 0 ∂B re ) * is symmetrizable, but it is not the case with k = 0. The spectral system of the operator (K k ∂B re ) * is contained in the following theorem. Theorem 3.2. Let k and r e satisfy the following condition: j n (kr e ) = j n+2 (kr e ) for n ≥ 0. Then
4)
where λ m,k,r e = 1 2 − ik 2 r e 2 j n (kr e )h (1) n (kr e ) = − 1 2 − ik 2 r e 2 j n (kr e )h (1) n (kr e ), (3.5) and on the boundary ∂B r e ,
where χ m,k,r e = −ikr e 2 h 
Remark 3.3.
We believe the condition (3.3) should always hold. However, the verification of it is fraught with difficulties, and we include it as a condition. It is also remarked that from (3.5), one can verify that the eigenvalues are complex numbers for k = 0.
Remark 3.4. The main focus of the current article is the plasmon resonance and cloaking for the Helmholtz system. We choose not to present the lengthy and technical proof of theorem 3.2 and instead, we refer to the arXiv preprint version of this paper [40] for the relevant details.
(b) Resonance result
After achieving the spectral system of the N-P operator, we can apply it to derive the resonance result for the Helmholtz system (2.1). Consider (2.1) and the solution could be represented as the following integral ansatz:
with (ϕ, ψ) ∈ L 2 (∂B r e ) × L 2 (∂B r e ) and, k 1,δ and F(x) given in (2.4) and (2.2), respectively. By using the transmission conditions across ∂B r e , one then has
Substituting the jump relation (3.1) into the last equation (3.7) yields that ⎡
Since the potential F(x) for x ∈B r e can be represented as in (2.5), then for x ∈ ∂B r e , F(x) and (∂/∂ν)F(x) can be written as 
whereφ n = kχ n,k,r e j n (kr e ) − (1/2 + λ n,k,r e )j n (kr e ) ( s + iδ)(−1/2 + λ n,k 1 ,r e )χ n,k,r e − (1/2 + λ n,k,r e )χ n,k 1 ,r e β n . Thus if we can determine s + iδ such that for some n 0 ∈ N, then the resonance occurs. Substituting the expressions of λ n,k,r e , χ n,k 1 ,r e , λ n,k 1 ,r e and χ n,k,r e given in theorem 3.2 into (3.11), the condition (3.12) can be shown to be reduced to (2.14) . Therefore, one can derive the same results in theorem 2.1. By using the spectral properties of the N-P operator, one can also prove theorem 2.3 in a similar manner.
Plasmon resonance and anomalous localized resonance results in two dimensions
In this section, we extend our 3D resonance and ALR results in §2 to the 2D case. The study is pretty much parallel to the 3D case and in what follows, we shall present the main results and then sketch their proofs.
(a) Resonance result with no core in R 2
We first consider the Helmholtz system (2.1) in the 2D case. Let J n (t) and H 
where and also in what follows, we assume that J −n (t) = J n (t). Following a similar argument to that in (2.6)-(2.11), one can show that with a n = b n J n (kr e )H (1) n (kr e ) − H (1) n (kr e )J n (kr e ) √ s + iδJ n (k 1,δ r e )H (1) n (kr e ) − H (1) n (kr e )J n (k 1,δ r e ) and c n = b n J n (kr e )J n (k 1,δ r e ) − √ s + iδJ n (k 1,δ r e )J n (kr e ) √ s + iδJ n (k 1,δ r e )H (1) n (kr e ) − H and b n = β n . Moreover, we have that
r e 0 |J n (k 1,δ r)| 2 r dx + k 1,δ r e J n (k 1,δ r e )J n (k 1,δ r e ) , (4.4) which shows that if there exists n 0 ∈ N such that
then the plasmon resonance occurs. Next, by using the fact that J n (t)H
one has that as δ → δ 0 , then the condition (4.5) is fulfilled. Similar to our study in §2a(i), one can numerically solve the nonlinear equation (4.6) to derive various plasmon configurations which can induce resonance, and we refer to the arXiv preprint version of this paper [40] for some illustrative examples. Next, we present the construction of a general 2D plasmonic structure that can induce resonance. To that end, we recall the following asymptotic properties of the functions J n (t) and H (1) n (t) for sufficiently large n ∈ N, J n (t) =Ĵ n (t)(1 +J n (t)) and H whereĴ n (t),J n (t),Ĥ (1) n (t) andȞ (1) n (t) have the following properties:
Theorem 4.1. Consider the Helmholtz system (2.1) in R 2 , where the Newtonian potential F of the source f is given in (4.1) . Suppose that for F in (4.1), there exists an index n 0 ∈ N such that β n 0 = 0 and n 0 is sufficiently large such that when n ≥ n 0 , J n (t) and H (1) n (t) enjoy the asymptotic expansions in (4.7). Let the plasmon parameters be chosen of the following form:
Then if the plasmon configuration fulfils the following condition: J n 0 (k 1,δ r e )Ĥ (1) n 0 (kr e ) s + iδJ n 0 (t) (k 1,δ r e )(1 +Ȟ
(1) n 0 (kr e )) −Ȟ (1) n 0 (kr e )(1 +J n 0 (k 1,δ r e )) = 0, (4.10)
one has E δ [u] ∼ δ −1 .
Proof. By using (4.9) and (4.10), together with straightforward calculations, one can show that s + iδJ n 0 (k 1,δ r e )H (1) n 0 (kr e ) − H (1) n 0 (kr e )J n 0 (k 1,δ r e ) ≈ δ 1 + O |a n 0 J n 0 (k 1,δ r) e in 0 θ | 2 dx + δ ∂B re a n 0 k 1,δ J n 0 (k 1,δ r e )(a n 0 J n 0 (k 1,δ r e ))|e in 0 θ | 2 ds(x)
which completes the proof by noting that β n 0 = 0.
Similar to remark 2.2, one can numerically verify that the equation (4.10) yields a non-empty set of parameters and we refer to the arXiv preprint version of this paper [40] for an illustrative example.
(b) Anomalous localized resonance result with a core in R 2
In this subsection, we consider the Helmholtz system (1.5)-(1.6) in R 2 with r i = 0 , and show that ALR can be induced. Let the Newtonian potential of the source f is again given in (4.1). By following a similar argument to that in deriving ( where ρ := r i /r e < 1 and n 0 ∈ N with n 0 1. If the plasmon configuration fulfils the following condition: ϕ 1 (n 0 , √ c , τ s,δ , kr i , k 1,δ r i )φ 2 (n 0 , τ s,δ , 1, k 1,δ r e , kr e ) +φ 1 (n 0 , τ s,δ , 1, k 1,δ r e , kr e ) × (φ 2 (n 0 , √ c , τ s,δ , kr i , k 1,δ r i ) −φ 1 (n 0 , √ c , τ s,δ , kr i , k 1,δ r i )) = 0, (4.22)
where τ s,δ = √ s + iδ, then there is a critical radius r * := r 3 e /r i such that if f lies within this radius, E δ [u] ≥ μ n 0 0 n 0 with μ 0 > 1, and u(x) remains bounded for |x| > r 2 e /r i ; and if f lies outside this radius, E δ [u] is bounded by a constant depending only on f , k and r e . Proof. The proof is similar to that of theorem 2.3 in the 3D case and in what follows, we mainly point out several major ingredients. Setβ n := β n /2 n n!. One can derive the following estimates when n ≥ N: g n ≈ δ 2 + ρ 2n ,b n ≈ iδβ n ,c n ≈ n(kr i ) 2n 4 n (n!) 2 β n andd n ≈ − δn(kr e ) 2n 4 n (n!) 2 β n . (4.23)
For n 0 sufficiently large, one can directly estimate with the help of (4.23) that Combining (4.24) and (4.25), one can then show that E [u] ≥ μ n 0 0 n 0 for some μ 0 > 1 as stated in the theorem. The boundedness of u(x) for |x| > r 2 e /r i can be shown as follows. By virtue of (4.23), one has that |d n H (1) n (kr)| ≤ n(kr e ) 2n 4 n (n!) 2 δ δ 2 + ρ 2n |β n ||H Finally, the case when f is supported outside the critical radius can be treated by following a similar manner to that in the proof of theorem 2.3. The proof is complete. Remark 4.3. Similar to remark 2.4, we can numerically verify that the equation in (4.22) yields a non-empty set of parameters. For illustration, we set n 0 = 300, r i = 0.5, r e = 1, c = 1, s = −1 and δ = (r i /r e ) n 0 , and let k be a free parameter. Figure 5 plots the quantity in the l.h.s. of (4.21) against k over an interval. It can be seen that there do exist k's such that (4.21) holds.
Concluding remarks
We have considered the plasmon resonance and cloaking due to ALR for the Helmholtz system in both two and three dimensions at finite frequencies beyond the quasi-static limits. Several novel constructions were presented which can induce the aforesaid phenomena. The major point of our study is that, in order for resonance occurring, all the ingredients of a plasmon configuration should satisfy a nonlinear system. By picking the material parameters and external sources of certain specific forms, the above-mentioned nonlinear system can be simplified to a verifiable one. The constraint on the sources is critical for the aforementioned simplification. However, we would like to point out that it is unclear to us that the constraint is necessary. That is, it may happen that resonance can still be induced for more general sources which do not satisfy the constraint. Moreover, our study is mainly restricted to the radial geometry, and the analysis follows the classical Mie scattering theory method of using spherical wave expansions. Nevertheless, at a certain point, we also develop a spectral argument of using the spectral properties of the N-P operator. The extension to the non-radial geometries is much more challenging and is definitely worth future study.
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